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Disturbing facts
“Due to lack of facilities during menstruation 28% girls in India go absent from
school or perform poorly”
“At least one in five girls in India drop out of schools due to menstruation'- a
research by AC Nielsen and Plan India”
“The plastic in a pad takes 500 years to degrade. Every year we add the equivalent
of 180 billion plastic bags to our waste by using plastic laden feminine hygiene
products”
“India accounts for 27% of the world's cervical cancer deaths, almost twice the
global average”- WHO. Poor menstrual hygiene is partly to blame- Doctors
“Most women believe that the blood in menses is different from regular blood and
hence the base for all myths, The reality is - Menses does not actually contain any
impurities, it is more precisely defined as a combination of uterine tissue, blood
and secretions” (Source: www.abiyamo.com)
“At one point in history, women who complained of menstrual cramps
(Dysmenorrhoea) were sent to psychiatrists because menstrual cramps were seen
as a rejection of one's femininity” (Source: Delaney, Janice and M.J. The Curse:
A Cultural History of Menstruation. Champaign, IL: University of Illinois Press)
“A girl reported that, due to the “polluting touch”, during winter she is not
provided with sufficient warm clothes during menstruation, as the clothes would
become polluted”
“A survey of 160 girls in West Bengal found that 97.5% did not know the source of
menstrual bleeding” (Dasgupta and Sarkar, 2008)

DEDICATION
The case studies described in the document is dedicated to adolescent girls and women of
Uttar Pradesh; their strength and resilience is truly inspiring. It is hoped that Breaking
Silence and other similar developmental projects shall continue to provide not only
inspiration to adolescent girls and women but also tools to help them achieve their true
potential.
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Foreword
It's a privilege to have been given this opportunity of introducing the process
documentation report “Women with Wings”. This report documents how the
project- “Breaking Silence”, an initiative to empower women and adolescent girls
for reproductive health by addressing menstrual hygiene management (MHM) has
been developed in partnership between Vatsalya and WaterAid India. Vatsalya has
done some extraordinary work in the area of MHM where inclusion of males into the
discourse has been one of prime components of breaking the silence.
As we know menstruation is often considered a taboo, including the widespread
myth that menstruating women and girls are impure and contaminated. They are
sometimes even forced to live in seclusion. Girls accept and adhere to this atrocity
based on pure superstition. It is quite essential to break this silence. MHM needs to
be integrated into programs including WASH (water, sanitation and hygiene),
reproductive health, and education among the communities and up to the national
level.
“ Women with Wings” documents how the project has evolved; the strategies
employed; the living testimonies of change and how better menstrual hygiene
management is a path to good health and a life of dignity. It also gives insight into
the challenges faced by girls and women; talks about areas of improvement and
specific recommendations to create an enabling environment to promote, recognize
and initiate work towards MHM as an integral part of WASH. We hope this
document would help other players in the development sector to imbibe MHM into
their work from the objective of including everyone and breaking the silence
Hope you find this a useful resource.

Neeraj Jain
Chief Executive
WaterAid India

MESSAGE
In our Indian community interventions around menstruation are very
insufficient due to existing social stigma & structure around the issue. The
dilemma becomes also frightening due to our patriarchal society and nature
which undermines the need and problems of adolescent girls and women.
Therefore it is essential to create an enabling environment around the issue
and forefront the message in a society with support from men is of paramount
importance.
I hope this document will help our readers to understand the nitty-gritty's of
subject and in furtherance help to foresee and co-understand the dynamics
around menstruation.

- Dr. Neelam Singh
Chief functionary Vatsalya
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WOMEN AND GIRLS EXPERIENCE ON
MENSTRUAL HYGIENE MANAGEMENT
When menstrual blood comes out in full volumes I feel quite satisfied as if I am done
with whole cleaning of my internal organ- Sarita, village Lodhmau, Block Chinhut
We used to talk with each other on this issue. We wish to know how girls bleed
monthly. After learning about menstruation in the community meetings we felt very
bizarre and shameful. We believe that this issue is women oriented and has nothing
to do with us- In conversation with group of boys, village Rasoolpur Sadaat, Block
Bakshi ka Talab.
I do not go out during menstruation, as I might get pregnant if I go outside, talk to or
touch any boy or man- Ranjana 13 years, student of class VIII, village Raitha,
Block Chinhut
During menstruation we are not allowed to touch Tulsi plant (considered sacred in
Hindu community) or any other flowering plant, which shall die- Ruby 18 years,
village Duggor, Block Chinhut
I do not touch pickles during menstruation as fungus might develop on them- Neha
Mishra class XIIth, village Rasoolpur, Block Bakshi ka Talab
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During menstruation we are strictly prohibited to touch the holy book 'Quran', as I
am dirty & impure during these days- Seema Khatoon 34 years, village Rasoolpur,
Block Bakshi ka Talab
I felt as if some kind of a blood boil has exploded inside. I was really petrified when I
saw blood emanating from inside- Deepa 17 years, village Birampur, Block
Chinhut
At times we use rags to manage our menstrual hygiene because we do not have
money to buy sanitary pads for ourselves, so these help- Sarita 16 years, village
Lodhmau, Block Chinhut
I do not have a toilet in my home therefore I have to find a secluded space for myself
to wash absorbent cloth used during menstruation. I have to walk to a distant spot or
a nearby pond or field to wash it or bury them down- Viniti 14 years, village
Samadhanpur, Block Chinhut
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WHAT DOES THIS
REPORT OFFER
Breaking Silence'- an initiative to empower
women & adolescent girls for reproductive
health by addressing menstrual hygiene
management,
is a project developed through
a partnership of WaterAid & Vatsalya;
which targets adolescent girls & women.
Women with wings documents } How this project evolved,tracking the
process step by step in formation and
galvanization of the community.
} Strategies employed to reach adolescent
girls and women of reproductive age
group and evaluate the impact of
Breaking Silence project on women in
specific.
} Living testimonials of change. The living testimonies described in the report express
the journey of adolescent girls,
women &men and challenge they faced. How they
came out of it successfully as empowered,
stronger and winners amongst equals.
} Insight into the challenges faced by girls and women and the solutions that were
locally and / or collectively devised to overcome challenges.
} Areas of improvement and specific recommendations to create an enabling
environment to promote, recognize and initiate work towards MHM under WASH.
} Report begins by giving a rationale for the project. It then charts step-by-step, the
journey of the implementation of the project- presenting a replicable and scalable
framework for the implementation.
Added with stories of community triumph,
the
document also presents the important lessons learnt during implementation of
project.
} How the mammoth agency of adolescent girls,
women and men got empowered and
capacitated into their next level; who now recognize their reproductive rights and
have transformed into campaigners for their peers,
portraying an example of a role
modelsustaining the empowering process.
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Diagram illustrating the key approach of Breaking Silence project
and how these relate to different section of the resource
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BACKGROUND
State of adolescent girls and women in India
113
million adolescent girls in India,account for nearly 11%
of the population. Despite
their numbers, adolescent girls and women in India are largely invisible population.
Prevailing socio-cultural customs leave them powerless to decide their own future. Lack
of autonomy makes adolescent girls in India extremely vulnerable - they are subjected to
forced early marriage, violence at home and in the community, lack of education and few
employable skills.
Over decades women have been taught that having menstrual periods is shameful. The
young girls and women perceive such communiques believing that the menstrual blood
is dirty, smelly, unhygienic and unclean. With all these negative messages it is natural for
women to hide their blood and throw it away as garbage.
Amid the culture of silence and half-baked knowledge transgresses into various
repercussions till the end of her life as menstrual hygiene
and management has direct consequences on fertility and
reproductive tract infections, respectively. Although often 11%
not acknowledged,it is clear that measure to adequately
address menstrual hygiene and management will directly
contribute to MDG-7on environmental sustainability.
Additionally, due to its indirect effects on school
absenteeism and gender discrepancy. poor and girls to live
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“Despite representing
of India's
population, Adolescent
girls are constantly
denied opportunities to
reach their full potential”

healthy,productive and dignified lives, it is essential that they are able to manage
menstrual bleeding effectively. This requires access to appropriate water, sanitation and
hygiene services, including clean water for washing clothes used to absorb menstrual
blood and having privacy change, dry or dispose sanitary pads, and access to information
to understand the menstrual cycle and how to manage menstruation hygienically.
With the heavy budget schemes and programs of central government like, 'Promotion
of Menstrual Hygiene among Adolescent Girls' to increase the availability of and
use of sanitary napkins among adolescent girls in rural areas, the aforementioned is yet to
instigate.
A CYCLE OF NEGLECT

Lack of involvement in decisionmaking
Women and girls are often excluded from decision making and mobility. At the
household level, they generally have little control over whether they have access to a
private latrine or menstrual hygiene and management may seriously hamper the
realization of MDG-2 on universal education and MDG-3 on gender equality and
women empowerment. However, the attention on this issue is far from sufficient. In
order for women money to spend on sanitary materials. Even when gender inequalities
are addressed, deeply embedded power relations and cultural taboos persist; most people
and men in particular, find menstrual hygiene a difficult subject to talk about. As a result
of these issues, WASH interventions often fail to address the needs of women and girls.
Lack of information and awareness
Young girls often grow up with limited knowledge of menstruation because their
mothers and other women shy away from discussing the issue with them. Adult women
are themselves not aware of biological facts or good hygienic practices; instead pass on
cultural taboos and restrictions to be observed. Men and boys typically know even less,
but it is important for them to understand menstrual hygiene so they can support their
wives, daughters, mothers, students, employees and peers.

Lack of access to sanitary materials and facilities
Women and girls often find menstrual hygiene difficult due to a lack of access to
appropriate sanitary protection products or facilities (
e.g. a private space with a safe
disposal method for used cloths or pads and a water supply for washing hands and/or
sanitary materials).
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Mobility check
Taboos surrounding menstruation exclude women and girls from many aspects of social
and cultural life as well as menstrual hygiene services. Such taboos include not being
able to touch water points, or food that others eat; exclusion from religious rituals &
religious place in or outside family home and sanitation facilities. As a result, women and
girls are often denied access to water and sanitation when they need it most, in whole
restricting their mobility.
Impact on education
Many schools do not support adolescent girls or female teachers in managing menstrual
hygiene with dignity. Inadequate water and sanitation facilities make managing
menstruation very difficult and poor sanitary protection materials can result in
bloodstained clothes causing stress and embarrassment. Teachers (
and male members of
staff in particular)
are unaware of girls' needs, in some cases refusing to let them visit the
latrine. As a result. girls tend to miss school during their menstrual periods or even drop
out completely.

SHAME & EMBARRASSEMENT AROUND MENSTRUATION

Sexual reproduction is often a sensitive topic,leading to
further shame and embarrassment about menstruation, with
negative implications for women and girls. For example
shop owners do not stock sanitary hygiene products or hide
them from view while girls might not be confident asking
for them; mothers may be too embarrassed to talk to their
daughters because of the connection with sex and
reproduction; and teachers do not allow teaching the
biological facts to their students.

“every month more
than 350 million
women and girls in
india are ashamed,
uncomfortable and
often unsafe“

Countering women & girls mobility during menstruation
Cultural,religious and traditional beliefs lead to a range of restrictions being placed on
women and girls during their menstrual period. The following representation details
examples of such restrictions.
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Restrictions on girls during their menstrual period
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ABOUT BREAKING SILENCE
Breaking silence:an initiative to empower women &adolescent girls for reproductive
health by addressing menstrual hygiene management is a project developed through a
partnership between WaterAid India & Vatsalya. The project aims to increase awareness,
build self esteem and empower women & girls for greater socialization with access to
and use of high quality sanitary materials; it's safe disposal in an environment friendly
manner.
Absence of adequate Water,
Sanitation and Hygiene (WASH) facilities and services is a
violation of human rights. Although WASH programmes in the past have focused on
women, but what has been missing was RIGHTS based perspective and Menstrual
Hygiene & Management and involvement of Men, who are the integral part of
MENSTRUATION. Since the project began in district Lucknow of Uttar Pradesh with
the support of WATERAID India, much success has been achieved.

OBJECTIVES OF BREAKING SILENCE PROJECT
1. To work on different dimensions of menstrual hygiene and its management
issues and capacity building of different stakeholders in the community
2. To establish supply chain management &safe disposal mechanisms of sanitary
materials for adolescent school going - out of school girls and women in the
community
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3. To advocate with different related stakeholders (
academia,media,department
of health, education, social welfare, environment & sanitation), to create
conducive environment and upscale key learning's
4. Establish linkages with initiatives and schemes by government and other sector
institutions for leveraging the services to women and adolescents in the target
community
OVERVIEW OF APPROACH

Having access to sufficient quantity of safe water,access to a private and clean place to
change sanitary napkins, living in an environment free from harmful waste, and being
able to behave hygienically are basic requirements essential for maintenance of health
and dignity for all girls and women. Under this project we empowered women and girls
who have been excluded and marginalized since period for their rightful entitlement of
safe and sustainable WASH services, managing their menstruation with ease and with
fewer chances to infection.

The approach to delivery of Water,Sanitation and Hygiene services was advanced as
following :
Inclusive :
1. Community Led' 'People Centred' and 'Demand Driven' i.e. sensitization of service
delivery mechanism and adolescent girls and women around menstrual hygiene
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issue & establishing supply chain management and safe disposal mechanisms of
materials and sanitary napkins in community
2. Hygiene promotion-providing women sanitary complexes (community facilities
with latrines and bathing facilities) & sanitary napkins, manufacturing machine and
incinerators installed in one of the model schools in community
3. Two fold strategy-empowering girls and women with knowledge and skills to
manage their menstruation and sensitization of health workers to create a favourable
environment around the issue
4. Key target groups were girls and women as users of services; and boys and men for
awareness.
5. Major components- developing effective IEC tools & providing training to deliver
menstrual hygiene programmes including those for adolescent girls
6. Through community meetings Awareness amongst community members through
community meetings
Participatory:
1. Involvement of stakeholders in project implementation
2. Raising awareness amongst boys & men members in community making them
supportive psychological and regarding expenditures to be made in family by
understanding the importance of the issue.
- Sustainable :
1. Capacity building of frontline workers, women groups & change agents on
reproductive health focusing on menstrual hygiene management and
reproductive tract infections (RTIs)
2. Strengthening of supply chain management for sanitary materials and
environment friendly waste disposal techniques at household,community and
school levels.
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HOW THE PROJECT EVOLVED
TRACKING THE PROCESS
STEP BY STEP
PHASES AND STEPS IN FORMATION &
GALVANIZATION OF COMMUNITY
PHASE 1
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1. Identification of existing program as entry points to initiateUnder diverse programs like UMANG, MARP & IAAAG - Vatsalya got
opportunity to work with adolescent girls and women. The latter was carried out as
an pilot project in 4 districts of UP and further replicated into 26
districts of the State,
covering more than three lakh adolescent girls (to be precise 3,00,223
adolescent
girls) within a span of six months. The main strategy adopted was intensive
application of behaviour change communiques to leverage the capacity of the
beneficiaries' i.e. adolescent girls in schools towards creating empowered
communities via training of facilitators and observing peer to peer model. Thus
these programs proved community gateways for us to initiate Breaking silence
2. Developing data base and gathering informationKAPB study in field Under the KAPB study efforts were made to know how menstrual hygiene
management affects health, education and how the socio-cultural perceptions,
myths and incomplete knowledge modify behaviour into mal-practices which not
only affect a woman as a whole but also environment making it unclean and
contaminated. The KAPB study revealed that a shocking miniscule numeric of 6.2%
of female respondents use sanitary napkins.'
3. Orientation and advocacy with government officials- likewise the government
officials from different department of health, education, PRI were oriented about the
subject of MHM and its significance
4. Initiating peer groups - adolescent girls group,youth groups,women and men
groups are important platforms to empower these stakeholders by generating
awareness about their rights, and by informing them about benefits of having
collective voice. These groups were formed where comprehensive community
based interventions are being implemented
5. Mass media mobilization & development of IEC tools - Mass media mobilization
and IEC tools were developed and used for mass sensitization and behaviour change
of the larger community.

UMANG - Uplifting Marriage Age Nutrition and Growth
MARP - Maternal Anemia Reduction Program
IAAG - Improving Awareness Safe Sanitary Practice Amongst Adolescent Girls in UP
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Wall painting on WASH in intervention field areas

Meeting with men, meeting with adolescent girls, meeting with community
and women groups (in clock wise rotation)
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PHASE 2

1. Strengthening the availability of materials & supply chain management To strengthen the availability of sanitary materials and the supply chain management a
feasibility study was conducted which revealed that approximately 93% of women and
adolescent girls in Chinhut Block of Lucknow use dirty rags/cloths during their periods,
because they can't afford sanitary napkins.
The study explored the acceptability of using
sanitary materials (home made sanitary pads and sanitary napkins available in market)
for managing menstruation among girls and women.
The study revealed the need to create a big demand for safe sanitary practices,
use of safe
sanitary materials and their proper disposal.
'Since women and young girls do not understand the significance of safe sanitary
practices in maintaining menstrual hygiene they are less aware and even lesser
sensitized neglecting their well being. Consequently a limited supply results into
reduced availability and accessibility.” Secondly, though women and adolescent
girl's in villages can afford to buy sanitary napkins but absence of the supply
increases their ordeal'
Following the feasibility study successfully, the supply chain management with the
consensus of the community stakeholders (community change agents) was established in
communities. Till date 119 change agents have been established to meet the demand
and cater the supply of sanitary materials to beneficiaries of the 18 operational villages of
intervention field.
Following the study the change agents were identified from the intervention field area
who were trained subsequently so to facilitate in bridging the gap between the demand
& supply side pertaining to the availability of sanitary materials in villages; maintain
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stock registers and carry out basic accounting and above all provide counseling regarding
safe sanitary practices to every beneficiary. (This has been discussed in the later part of the report)

wash brigade team of village Rasulpur, Bakshi Ka Talab
ESTABLISHING WASH BRIGADE TEAM

Equipped with the WASH related facts in the project area,the project team wanted to
reach out directly to the stakeholders and understand their problems and needs from their
perspective. Therefore project team realized build a WASH brigade team in the
community who can connect and act as a communication medium between the project
team and the stakeholders.
Leadership qualities, sense of initiative and relationship with the community were used
as criteria of selection. The support groups were sensitized on WASH issues from
RIGHTS based perspective.

STRATEGY DEVELOPED
FOR WASH
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“The patriarchal ideas blur the distinction between sex and gender and assume that all
socio-economic and political distinctions between men and women are rooted in biology
or anatomy as they say that for woman anatomy is destiny and it is women's biology
which primarily determines their psychology and hence their abilities and roles.”
MEN AND BOYS INVOLVEMENT IN
MENSTRUAL HYGIENE MANAGEMENT
INCLUSION OF MEN & BOYS TO BRING POSITIVE DEVIANCE & EMPOWER WOMEN
& ADOLESCENT GIRLS FOR REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH RIGHTS

Men and boys have an important role to play in supporting women and girls in their
menstrual hygiene management, as fathers, brothers, uncles, peers or colleagues.
This may be :
1. As equal partnersto provide support at home or school when a girl faces her
first period or a woman has an embarrassing or difficult experience
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2. As the head of the household who controls the finances,
to ensure female family
members can afford appropriate sanitary protection materials.
3. Supporters of behaviour change- As a community member who can challenge
taboos,social norms and stigma,and influence the attitudes of others (both
male and female).
4. As teachers or employers, ensuring that the school or work environment makes
it easy for girls and women to manage menstruation with dignity.
Hence Men & boys were innovatively involved in project by making them recognize the
significance of menstrual hygiene management so that they can support the behaviour
changes which facilitate women and girls in realizing their reproductive rights with
dignity. Though at the preliminary stage it was very difficult to talk with men on MHM
because there was too much reluctance, prejudices, myths & misconception surrounding
the issue, but by regular meetings and inter personal communication things started
changing.
Presently positive deviances which are visible includes : 1) Perception of boys
and men towards menstruation has changed which has helped in reducing instances of
teasing and embarrassment thereby restoring girl's dignity,self esteem and self
confidence. 2) Budgeting for sanitary napkins like any other household item has started
which fosters girls and women to manage their menstruation hygienically and safely as
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well as increase their mobility because there are less chances of getting stained 3)
Challenging taboos, social norms and stigmas around menstruation has helped in
reducing gender inequity and exclusion. 4) Infrastructural support like constructing
household toilets has helped girls and women to manage their menstruation with dignity
having privacy to change the menstrual management material as often as necessary.
In the present time common notion that "Menstruation is a GIRLS's problem”has
changed in the intervention area and this change is evitable, sustainable because it is
owned by community; they have now realized that ignoring the needs of menstruating
women is violation of their rights.
“This is a journey from 'Shame to pride' because now everyone including “men”
who are the decision makers believe that women are progenitors of the human race
and it is something of which they should be proud of.”

Change agent
Seema Khatoon
with her husband
Mohd. Tariq
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IMPACT OF BREAKING SILENCE
An assessment of the impact of breaking silence was beyond the limited scope of this
process documentation. The case studies included in this process documentation suggest
that engagement with women & girls and men is resulting in a range of positive effects
themselves and the communities they are part of.
By and large, they have become aware of their rights besides gaining knowledge of
their responsibilities and duties. They are able to attain a degree of recognition and
acceptance among adult stakeholders, within and outside their community. By
discovering their participatory potential and utilising the opportunities made
available to them, they acquire self-esteem; feel more empowered and valued by
their families and peers. When organized, they have been able to comprehend the
significance and the power of collective action.
Their actions have initiated a reflective process for the community to know that they
are not mere dependents and certainly not a burden on their families and/or
community. They are slowly but gradually being accepted as capable of
contributing to developmental and social needs of a community. They are being
recognised as visible and potential agents of change who can make a difference
where adults might fail'.
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If adolescent girls are imparted critical and relevant knowledge about their lives,
and taught communication and life skills in an engaging activity-based manner,
then the girls will be empowered to take charge of their own futures and work
towards breaking the cycles of economic. social and gender inequality in their
communities.
We all use to go Jr.High School,Saidapur.Approaching IXth
standard and due to dearth of government schools in vicinity of
I am
my village Panchayat, I opted for a government college which
I am
was quite remote from our village, for which my grandmother
was always after me that what made me decide to take admission
in a college outside our home Panchayat. Our adjacent neighbour
useto comment on me & my family that “blds ?kj okys rks bldks
yanu Hkstsxsa i<+us ds fy, , exclaims Chandini making a dull face.

FIGHTER
FIGHTER

My mobility was a subject of concern for my family. Being a girl physically was a matter
of apprehension for them. Cutting a long story short, she says, following a series of
fateful events I left my studies.
I was perturbed by the fact that,“ School dropout is not an important subject to
ponder contrary to far flung schools outside our village Panchayat.”
Recently my younger sister passed her XIIth standard and applied for Bachelors of Arts
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(BA) at a college in Lucknow city. I was sceptical that the same episode of discrimination
might get repeated with my younger sister too. I was prepared beforehand & likewise I
strongly supported her decision.
I made my parents comprehend and realize to support in
her future endeavours.
I remember my father saying that,
"baVj dj yh gS] vc blls T;knk
i<+us dh D;k t#jr gS”, but I was very adamant, as this was not about fulfilling
obligations or accomplishing handful of responsibilities but was about her right, RIGHT
TO EDUCATION. I am now happy and satisfied to observe that more and more girls
have started applying for higher studies, now they have wings to fly in open.
As now I am more familiar to the crux of the subject I can freely talk and hold a discussion
on the subject of menstrual hygiene management. Not only my knowledge has boosted
but eventually has put together my confidence into true belief that I am nothing to be
ashamed off. I now freely go to the sanitary napkin outlet and buy myself a one,
irrespective who the shopkeeper is...Male or a female
“vc dksbZ fgpfdpkgV ugha gksrh gS, she says while giggling.
To be precise I do not have problem sharing my reproductive health concerns within the
courtyards of my family or with my family members. I easily share and discuss the issues
related to menstrual hygiene management with both males and females of my family
with equal ease and comfort. 'When required I request my elder brothers to get
sanitary napkins for me.'
“igys eaS 'kjekrh Fkh] ysfdu vc ugha -------- vjs] dkgs dh 'kje”
I share the learning's gained during community meetings with my colleagues, friends,
peer groups etc. with a belief that they too shall similarly become more knowledgeable,
conversant, self reliant, autocratic and autonomic in their practices and attitude and
recognize their sexual & reproductive health rights. "The best part is this that they are
much happy than before , during menstruation."
-

Chandini Singh, Village Duggor,
Chinhut block, district Lucknow

Through these community group meetings (on MHM and related diverse issues) not only
us but our better halves too have started understanding our Sexual and
Reproductive Health and Rights. Thus the welcome change is not
only visible in us but in our husband too.

I am

Apart from understanding the subject of Menstrual Hygiene &
Management more closely, I always had a fear of moving alone
to field or city, to my paternal house (which is at a distance from
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FREE

my village); I had to wait for my husband so as to ship me to my destination.
But now I go
out without fear in my heart.
The meetings on Menstrual Hygiene & Management have
strongly woven my capacities which have made me more optimistic and a strong headed
woman.
“eSa vc vkRe fuHkZj gw¡] vjs----- Mj ds vkxs thr gSA”, with this the whole bunch of women
started smiling,
laughing and clapping at a singular chorus,
a melodious jingle which still
resonates in my ear.
-

Gayatri Sharma, 29 years, village Duggor, Block Chinhut, district
Lucknow

We LISTEN
We OBSERVE
We SHARE

When women are organized for collective, constructive action,
they obtain work and social security, and then a strong cadre
of future leaders are created.

The dominant ideology of femininity in the Indian society values
passivity and or shyness for Indian women while independence,
virility, strength and aggression are for Indian men. Thus creating
normsfor 'good women', who have to be timid, innocent and frail!
Initially we used to fear and shy away from men & boys of nearby villages, so as to avoid
any kind of unfortunate scene. But now we don't fear or shy away.
“ge lc eu esa dksbZ ckr Nqik ds ugha j[krs-------- vc ge ckr djrs gSA ”, Now we are loud,
audible and bold. 'We now share all the relevant information with our elders. This
helps in planning a course of action in our best of interest.'
“igys ge ?kj ls ugha fudyrs Fks] rks tkudkjh ugha jgrh Fkh] ysfdu vc ckgj fudyus ls
gekjh lksp gh ugha cfYd yksxksa dks ij[kus dh le> Hkh dkQh c<+h gS” Thus moving out has
enlarged our intelligence,
understanding,
insight and perception to understand people.
-

In conversation with: Nisha Singh, Chandini Singh, Neha Singh,
Sundari Devi, Shashi Singh, Anita, Gayatri Sharma & Vimla- village
Duggor, Block Chinhut, District Lucknow
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Though things have changed with time,but for us nothing has

I am

changed.
Women are more vulnerable to sexual abuse when they
go out for open defecation in the wee hours of day or late in night.
Entailing about the recent case of sexual abuse near her village
she says “esjs xkao esa dqN fnu igys ,d yM+dh lqcg&lqcg xk¡o ds
fdukjs okys taxy esa 'kkSap ds fy, x;h] tgka is igys ls ?kkr yxk;s xk¡o ds
dqN yM+dksa us mls tcju jksd dj mlds lkFk tcjnLrh dh vkSj mls pqi jgus dks dgkA” Thus
fear inside me was very probable seeing onto my growing daughter. After understanding
the significance of leech pit latrine I made it constructed it at my house and on the other
hand advocated the subject of WASH (including MHM) with the nearby community
members so that daughters of my village uphold their reproductive health rights boldly
without any embarrassment of shame.

INSURED

Now I am more secured, safe and definitely empowered.

- Anjala Ahmedi -Village Rasoolpur,
Block Bakshi ka Talab
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If communities are involved,
enabled and mobilized to
address their rights, and their
capabilities are build to actively
engage with the issues that affect
them, then communities can take
active stake in the functioning of
local governments, thus,
attaining a degree of self
sufficiency in realizing their
rights

I am

LEADER
With a big smile on her face,she
says, initially I was very shy and
couldn't express my self, basically
an introvert. But now I observe a
big change in myself. I am more
conversant.
“ vc dksbZ Hkh vf/kdkjh gekjs xkao
vktk,] ge fcuk f>>d ds ckr dj
ysrs gSaA”
“There is no fear inside me,
its all
gone”she says with a smile.
What if I am a girl I can do
anything! Previously the
community members vjs ;s rks
NksVh cPPkh gS, but now they hail me
as leader. I am very happy with this
new self identity.
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My village people have faith in me.
I remember the day when 'village Pradhan (village
head) came to my home to invite me for a community and school level meeting. We
had a conversation regarding the agenda of the meeting to be organized at
Panchayat level, which was indeed an honour for me and my parents.'
Well,
menstruation is such a big issue for us.
“ge yksx vUnj gh vUnj ckrsa djrs gSa] [kqys
ekgkSy esa ckrsa ugha djrs gSaA” I believe it is important to sensitize men preliminary or in
conjugation with women about our rights. Men & women need to be equally congruent
and symmetrical in their understanding and capacities, so that we women can walk freely
with pride and honour. That's why the participation of men is an important key to change,
to empower men. If they are equally educated we shall be more empowered and strong
holistically.

- Shweta Mishra,
Village Rasulpur, Block Bakshi ka Talaab,
District Lucknow
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Being a class VIIIth student and I owe the responsibility of safe
water management in my village. Nagma a wash brigade team
I am
member says, 'I use to go to village people to give them
healthy advice and recommendations for keeping water safe
and hygienic, but all my efforts seemed to be vague as they
were all deaf ear towards me.' Later on I decided to make a
“toli”, a cluster of 6 children (both boys & girls). Now we all go
together in a group to sensitize them on WASH issues. Village people have started
understanding the issue. Now when I go out people know me and appreciate my efforts.

VISIBLE

“I love this recognition.”

-

th

Nagma, student of class VIII ,
I. B. Public School and member of wash brigade team,
village Rasoolpur, Block Bakshi ka Talab
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If the sections of the society are involved in the process of change and provided
with adequate knowledge, skills and support then they exercise control over their
lives and fight injustice and discrimination imposed on them.
I wonder why boys tease us, why don't we tease them.
”

I am

HERO

“yM+ds gedks D;wWa NsM+rs gSa] ge yM+dksa dks D;wWa ugha ?”Ask's
Neha with the puzzled face.

Attending regular community meetings have made me muscular
in my thoughts and actions; such meetings have not only made us
recognize our sexual and reproductive health and rights but also
brought out our fullest potential.
I lived in Jaipur city for many years and later on we shifted to Lucknow. Our college is in
Takrohi which is far distant from our home village. Initially I and my younger sister use
to go to school with my elder sister Shweta but ever since she passed and completed her
studies we go all alone. One day after school while passing through a field (as this cut
shorts our distance) we encountered a group of young boys who intervened our way and
stopped us. Realizing some kind of danger I silently ordered my younger sister to run
away, while I stayed cool and sensible without portraying any sign of apprehension on
my face, as that might trigger the situation.
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The local boys in school dress asked me,“ D;k gekjs lkFk pyksxh \] vjs! FkksM+k vkjke ls
pyksA”, as I had started taking steps more briskly.Sensing some kind of danger and
reaching to my threshold to tolerate the nuisance, I turned up and screamed on top of my
voice for their misconduct. 'I shall report to a nearby police station,if seen again
following me', exclaimed Neha. 'Seeing my sudden explosion, they were thunder
clapped to see a girl shouting ferociously on them which somehow made them realize
their wrong doing. I picked up my bi-cycle and went back to my home with a feeling I
had never noticed before. I shared the incident with my school friends and elder sister,
and they welcomed me as hero. "Now I am a new tomboy of my school group - as I
have become daring, brave, adventurous, audacious, hero, fearless, confident,
outspoken, optimistic and progressive with rights based approach.”

- Neha Mishra 15 years, class IXth,
Government Girls Inter College,
Block Bakshi ka Talab, district Lucknow.
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If adolescent girls and women have access to proper environment & opportunities
for education, then this will lead to an increase in their pace of learning, which shall
result in unfolding their potential.

I am

TEACHER

My mother use to tell me that during menstruation I should not touch
or eat certain food and drinks or not visit the religious courtyards
as they are full of sanctity and piousness.
It was always there in my heart to break the false cocoon knitted
by my mother.I was advised, “ dh lc ,slk gh djrs gSa ekgokjh ds
nkSjku] rw dksbZ vyx ugha gSA” As a student of science it was very

difficult for me to understand all this without any tangible rationale.
I realized that being
a science student I have to challenge such false legends which are only tailored for us
(girls & women). She further adds - during menstrual periods I do not inform my mother
about this. I know educate my fellow village members, colleagues and friends and
early adolescent girls about the best MHM practices and why we all should
challenge the stereotypical, self made inter-generational, social taboos and codes of
false belief.
She impressively asserts,
“ thus ds nks rjhds gSa] ,d fcuk loky mBk, ge fjoktksa] ijEijkvksa
vkSj dkuwuksa ¼lekt }kjk cuk;k x,½ dks ekurs pys tk,a] nwljk ge tks Hkh djsa psru eu ls djsa]
;s le> ds djsa dh ge ,slk D;wa dj jgs gSa] flQZ blfy, dh dkuwu ;k fjokt djus dks dgrs gSa ;k
blfy, fd fjokt vkSj dkuwu vPNs gSa vkSj Qk;nsean Hkh”
-

Anuradha Student of class XIIth, Bakshi ka Talab Inter College, village
Baisanbagh, Block Chinhut, district Lucknow
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If communities are empowered with knowledge and awareness about Menstrual
Hygiene & Management and are provided to access to those tools that help manage
Menstrual Hygiene & Management effectively, and if leaders are developed within
these communities to further this process, then members of these communities will
effectively adopt and internalize better Menstrual Hygiene Management practices,
leading to better health outcomes, and overall increase in welfare.

CHANGE AGENTS
In rural areas where Menstruation is a taboo subject and talking on menstruation is
considered as talking on "Sex" few women young girls have come to forward to
challenge the so called traditions and socio cultural myths & misconceptions around
menstrual hygiene management.
Thinking that women are the prime sufferers in this process of socialization; they are also
the ones who can be best change agents. Observing this strategy Vatsalya identified some
change agents in the intervention area so as to make problem more visible, and offer
sensible, affordable and sustainable solutions to the range of challenges faced by girls
and women.
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The women & adolescent girls established in intervention area work as change agents,
who not only sell sanitary materials in their village but also counsel adolescent girls and
women on safe menstrual hygiene management and related issues.
With support from these change agents many girls have started going to school even
during their menstruation because now they can manage their menstruation hygienically
and safely with less chances of getting stains.
Change agents Suman & Reena Village Parwatpur,
Block Bakshi ka Talab, district Lucknow
Suman & reena,residents of village Parwatpur,Block Bakshi ka Talab are the change
agents in community, while talking to them both of them asserted that “ vc lc uSifdu
ysus vkrs gSa] igys rks yM+fd;ka eqag <+d ds vkrh Fkha ”. Suman further says, 'they often use
to get a big plastic bag full of vegetables which supported them hiding sanitary pads
in bags. But now we can observe the change in their attitude..in their outlook.. and in
their expressions. The adolescent girls of our village have now become bold and
courageous. Now we do not observe any scarf or vegetable bag on their face and
hands. They are now more liberated and carefree.'
In past it was extremely rare to see men buying sanitary napkins for their women in our
village. Initially they were hesitant to buy the sanitary pads from us but now they
confidently ask for the former “cgu th lcls vPNk okyk iSM gh nsuk”This shows that
men have started recognizing the necessities and more significantly the reproductive
health rights of their girls & women which we believe is a big welcome change.
“mudh lksp cnysxh rHkh rks ge etcwr cusaxh ”
Seema Khatoon,change agent,village Rasoolpur,
Block Bakshi ka Talab, district Lucknow
Previously I use to shy away from my own daughter in discussing about menstrual
hygiene & management, but subsequently I realized that it is my responsibility to make
my daughter realize her reproductive health rights.
Previously if a man is sitting at the outlet shop then women / girls did not purchased
sanitary materials for themselves, this was also partially due to the lesser demand of
sanitary napkins in village.
“igys vkSjr dkxt dh iqphZ ij fy[kokdj vknfe;ksa ;k cPpksa ds gkFk eaxokrh Fkha ysfdu vc
[kqn ysus vkrh gSa ”
Kamla, change agent, village Dhatingra,
Block Chinhut, district Lucknow
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I

DIALOGUE

Like other girls I was also timid and shy in nature. In my school
days I use to fear from English language. I supposed that I shall
never be able to speak a word of English in future and
subsequently I was quite apprehensive to pass my board
examinations too. But the best part was that I scored first division

from R. P.
Convent Inter College, Block Bakshi ka Talab. 'My father's
(a farmer) cheerfulness was to be seen', she exclaims. I was the first girl of my family to
pass out Xth board examination. My father was so happy; he hugged me,
with tears in his
eye. I still remember him saying “come here my princess,
you have raised my head high
in the village”“;gka vkvks esjh jktdqekjh ”
And since that day I continued my studies,aspiring to become a teacher or someone
whom people can look upon and follow.
I can observe a big change in myself.I am now an outgoing person contrary to my
previous lifestyle.“igys dksbZ ?kj vkrk Fkk rks eSa ?kj dk njoktk [kksy dj vanj Hkkx tkrh
Fkh] ysfdu vc eSa cSBrh gwa vkSj ckrsa djrh gwa” I sit and initiate a dialogue”
Now 'I am care free..fear free'.“vc eSa fdlh ls Hkh ugha Mjrh gwa] eSa lgh rks lc lgh”...esjh
lksp vkSj esjk fu.kZ; -------- D;k esjk vf/kdkj ugha \\\\Pappi Yadav 20 years, Village Parwatpur, Block Bakshi ka Talab
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Kamini (standing on right side) with her friends Arti and Shobha

Transformation of self leads to transformation of society; if young people become
partners in the process of social change rather than beneficiaries, then they can be
empowered to achieve their full potential, and develop ownership and responsibility
for themselves, their peers and communities, which in turn can bring about positive
and sustainable social change.

I

I and Arti Sahu are best friends and we study in the same school.

PLAN
IDEATE
ADOCATE

Referring to her friend Arti,
Kamini disappointingly adds that her
mother died very early and was brought up by her father who is a
farmer.'Arti hails from a low economic background which adds
on to her plight'- refers Kamini. Being best friends we share

everything between ourselves like other friends.Some time ago I
observed that Arti remains absent from school for 4-5 days in a month and this practice of
absenteeism became more and more regular in fashion. It was very weird for me to
understand that what made her evade school without any suitable reason.
Finally one day
Arti conferred that she has started menstruating which makes her skip her school. I
realized that Arti do not have proper knowledge regarding how to manage menstruation
and/or maintain menstrual hygiene.
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Because of zero guidance about menstrual hygiene management she uses dirty cloth for
managing her menstrual blood.
Arti once expressed to me that she has no money to spend
on her for this “vc lkQ ;k u;k diM+k ugha feyrk gS rks D;k djsa \”and cried for the first
time in front of me.', expressed Kamini with extreme distress and trouble in her eyes.
Being a friend I shared her dilemma and troubles with another school friend Shobha and
we finally decided to provide her sanitary napkins,for which I save money from my
monthly pocket funds which I get from my father.
Every month I gift a pack of sanitary
pads.
I believe that this shall certain her in adopting best hygienic practices.
Now Arti is
quite well than before as she uses safe and hygienic sanitary materials to manage her
menstruation,
how to use and dispose them.
She further adds,
that “；
s rks gekjs vf/kdkj gSa
------ ;s rks gedks feyuk gh pkfg,] ysfdu vf/kdkj ysuk iM+rk gS ---- vf/kdkj feyrk ugha gS”
Now I directly go to the change agents or even traditional outlets opened in the
community to get sanitary napkins for myself, I do not shy, she says confidently, “bldks
yxkdj eq>s ckgj vkus&tkus vkSj lkbfdy pykus esa dksbZ fnDdr ugha gksrh] ;s fgyrk&Mqyrk
ugha gS vkSj iz;ksx djuk Hkh vklku gS”
Initially I use to hide my face with a big handkerchief or scarf to get sanitary napkin for
myself,
but no more hiding.
-

th

Kamini, 15 years, Student of class IX
R. P. Convent School, Village Parwatpur,
Block Bakshi ka Talab
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Bhawna,
a 19 years old girl who lives in Borumau village in Chinhut Block of Lucknow
district teaches her village community about keeping the drinking water free of
contamination. She campaigns for getting most households and schools in her gram
panchayat connected to safe sanitation.During the last year through her continuous
efforts 22 toilets were built with which 688 people were benefitted. Bhawna is confident
of achieving open defection free status for her village in coming two years. At the
preliminary stage it was very difficult for Bhawna to work and the community even
showed resistance to talk or sit with her as she belonged to scheduled caste background
along with being a daughter of a gangster who died in encounter couple of years back.
At
last all these oppositions could not bend her down; on realising how a 19 years old girl is
trying to bring positive change in her own village people.
Bhawana Kumari,19 years,
Borumau Gram Panchayat,Chinhut Block,district Lucknow
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Deepa just being 19 years old knows that it is very important to manage menstruation
hygienically but girls & women especially in rural areas being preoccupied with so many
myths & misconceptions often adapt unhealthy behaviour which even at times leads to
several health hazards like RTI, UTI etc. On realising the need to address this issue
Deepa motivated her own mother to open a sanitary napkin outlet through which girls
and women can buy and use them during their menstruation. She personally counsels of
women and girls and explained how to use a napkin, its disposal as well as how many a
homemade sanitary napkin also. In present there are many women and girls like Deepa
who have started using sanitary napkins during their menstruation as well as many of
their myths and misconceptions have been cleared like now girls in her village have
started going to schools during their menstruation as they know how to manage it
hygienically. Along with MHM issue Deepa promotes safe sanitation also and this
change has begun from her own home as she had convinced her own family members to
build a toilet in her own home.
Deepa Yadav,19 years,village Beerampur,
Chinhut block,district Lucknow
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I was all deaf ears about the secret scene of menstrual hygiene & its

I am

ALL EARS

management going right under our nose.Initially our daughters
used un-sanitized cloth for managing their menstrual hygiene
which made them vulnerable to reproductive tract infections. But
now they use sanitary pads for menstrual hygiene management.

"Since the best places to change and use sanitary pads are toilet,hence
they ought to be clean"
“blesa dksbZ 'keZ dh ckr uk gS -------- vkSj vxj t:jr iM+h rks eS viuh cfPp;ksa ds fy, t:j
ysdj vkÅaxk”
With time and attending regular community meetings my daughters Pappi & Kamini
now discuss their concern with us (including her mother Jageshwari) homogenously.
Previously like others we also believed that boys are important shoot of a family tree, but
now we do not discriminate between our children. I do not know that why having a boy is
so important for all of us. My younger boy is very dull in studies and scores poor in his
exam, even though he goes for a regular tuition classes, Jaipal says with a grin! Unlike
my son my elder daughter studies on her own and recently she passed her exam in first
division. I am very proud of her. I want to make my daughters capable and bright so that
they develop and acquire the decision making power on their own firmly and in a
righteous paradigm.
“vkxs py ds oks vius iSjksa ij [kM+h gks tk, ------- gekj yM+dk rks c'keZ gS ---- ljÅ
Qsy gks x, ysfdu ubZ eksVj lkbfdy pkfg,
In the past I use to eat before and rest of my family was supposed to eat after me,
but now
we all eat together in evening.
- Ram Naresh (50 years), a farmer; village Parwatpur of Manjhoria ,
Gram Panchayat, Block Bakshi ka Talab, district Lucknow
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In the beginning I also believed that this is a woman oriented issue,
but however later on we all (referring to the village community

I am

LIBERAL

members) recognized that how as men we are also related to it.
India is a patriarchal society where we exercise power,but I
personally presume that we need to share this power dynamics with

them.We need to walk with them in similar equal steps so as to push
their confidence,
their aptitude,
skills and capacities to a new high so that they come out
without any quotient of fear or low self esteem.
We have to give them wings so that they
can walk freely,
move with head high in sky,
learn without fear,
take her own decisions,
express her thoughts generously and finally let her fly with poise.
- Bhanu Pratap Singh: 72 years old, senior local resident of Village Duggor,
Block Chinhut, district Lucknow
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If adolescents are organized and mobilized, imparted knowledge about health, and
are sensitized about changing their outlooks about patriarchal norms, and
empowered towards attaining some degree of self sustenance, then sustainable and
positive changes can be witnessed in communities- not just in adolescents but in
generations to come in future.

I am

CHANGE

Initially I was completely unfamiliar to the word menstruation or
something like women bleed monthly in a cyclical fashion.
Earlier I thought that menstruation is a woman oriented issue I
should not enquire about this from my elders though I was very
anxious to know about the story of menstruation-how come
women bleed.
“vkSjrksa dks [kwu dgkW ls vkrk gS ?”

I think that "admitting my ignorance was a beginning of my wisdom”, Mohit Gupta
defines that with a smile on his face.
He further adds,“I believe that since men are the bread earner and consecutively
the decision makers in and for their families, their equal participation is much
needed so as to make their better halves empowered and strong.” Men should know
about the sexual and reproductive health rights of women of his family, he should be
familiar with the basic need of women during menstruation, their accessibility to sanitary
materials and disposal to manage their menstruation.”I feel a welcome change within
myself as I am knowledgeable and conversant with the ladies of my village. I freely
address and discuss with them on the subject of Menstrual Hygiene & Management.
Women and girls need privacy to change,
wash and/
or dispose sanitary materials during
menstruation; As I realized the paramount importance of toilet I shared and discussed the
issue of constructing a toilet in our home.
With an expression of content, Mohit says, 'now we have a toilet in our home.' The
women and girls of my family are safe, healthy and above all can exercise their
reproductive health rights merrily without any conjecture of apprehension or stigma in
their heart. I now motivate families and community members about the importance of
constructing affordable leech pit toilet in their homes. Now there are 34 toilets in my
village, says with a proud smile on his face
-

Mohit Gupta, 20 years, Village Raitha,
Block Chinhut, District Lucknow
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CONCLUSION
Menstrual hygiene is an multi dimensional issue of concern (having various facets,
yet to
be explored) as it not only interrelated with the health of women it also back holds a sense
of esteem among the adolescent girls which actually need not only to be regarded but
also revered via pre-menarcheal training (focusing on menstrual management),
preserving her dignity and poise. We need to link the physical infrastructure and water
and sanitation projects to health education and reproductive health programs and address
the issue in more holistic ways.
This report argues that there needs to be a shift in thinking from 'men and boys as part of
the problem' to 'men and boys as part of the solution'. Engaging boys and young men in
working towards girls' rights has huge potential benefits for everyone. Together with
their sisters, they can help ensure that girls go to school, that they are safe from violence,
that they are not married young and against their will, that they do not bear the whole
burden of work in the household, and that they can earn a living and play their part in
society. Only when both sexes are involved in work on gender equality we can meet the
challenge of building a more equal, violence free world for all.

“If we really want our Adolescent girls to empower to speak up their
reproductive rights, Menarche is the time they start
acquiring negotiation skills”
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WAY FORWARD
} Involve Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan to address the issue of separate toilets for girls
and boys in schools so that they can have safe and secured space to preserve and
practice their reproductive rights with dignity
} Dialoguing with men to circumvent the social stigmas in community, thus
endowing them safe sanitary practices in community
}

Creating change agents within community who consistently work on creating
positive environment for desirable behavioural change

} Building perspective of larger civil societies and media to look menstruation in
more comprehensive manner,rather than just looking into the provision of
materials to girls and women
} Looking menstruation as a gateway to reproductive rights and enable girls the
power of negotiation for themselves for reproductive rights
} Experience sharing and learning with like minded organizations to promote
collective learning.
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I am honoured to write 'Women with Wings' Report. The report adds
evidence on the importance of investing in girls in the developing world.
But it is more than that: it is also a call for action, for each of us to do our
part.
The study report women with wings is about adolescent girls and
women who are empowered as they have developed a sense of self
worth, a belief in their ability to make strategic life choices and right to
control their own lives. They have started negotiating for their rights
and exercising the bargaining power, ability to organize and influence
the direction of social change.”
Have never seen girls & women so happy, full of life and confident in
rural attire.
- Dr. Vaibhav Pathak

